
 

 

LESSON PLAN   Teachers: Antonella Rubino, Giuliano Santella 

Subject: Old and traditional children’s games 

Class/age of students: 11-13 years 

Topic: “Queen little queen”; “The Witch orders” (for mobility in Slovenia) 

No. of lessons: 1) 40-minutes executive lesson;  2) one-hour preparatory lesson 

Subjects: English; Civics 

  

Objectives: 

- make the students aware of their cultural heritage 

- encourage them to learn about and accept any cultural diversity in order to promote 

democracy and peace 

- use English as a communication tool 

- give the students the opportunity to increase their self-confidence by cooperating 

with peers from different countries  

 

Learning/TeachingMethods: 

- Brainstorming: share ideas and discuss  

- peer education 

- learning by doing 

- role playing 

 

Items needed:  

o A crown for the Queen / King 

o As many national flags as the number of ambassadors 

o A witch hat and/or a coat 

 

 



 Production/performance 

The students explain to their friends the rules of the games and give them a practical 

demonstration too 

 

 Game 1: “Queen little Queen” 

One guy among the players plays the role of the Queen or King and wears the crown, 

while all the others are the Ambassadors and wear or hold their national flags. 

All the Ambassadors stand on a line opposite to the chosen Monarch. 

Their purpose is to be the first person to reach the Monarch. 

In turn they have to tell and repeat the following rhyme:  

   “Queen little Queen (or King little King), 

   how many steps, do I have to walk 

   to get to your castle, with the ring and the hope 

   that you don’t say nope?” 

The Monarch has the power to choose the number and the type of the steps,  

for example he can say  “Do 5 steps as a frog” Or  ….“Do 2 steps as a lobster” 

 

 Game 2: “The Witch orders” 

 A witch or a wizard is chosen among the players. She or he chooses a colour and 

says:  

“The witch/wizard orders: Touch something  …”  

(followed by the name of the colour she or he had thought about). 

 for example: 

The witch/wizard orders: Touch something  …. GREY! 

Soon after all the players have to run away from the witch or wizard as quickly as they 

can and touch something of that colour. 

If the witch or wizard manages to catch one of the player before s/he touches the 

colour required, the game stops and they exchange  their roles. If not the game 

carries on with the same witch/wizard. 


